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ABSTRACT 

 

In recent decades, the increased production of greenhouse gases and high-energy 

costs associated with modern buildings and their conditioning technologies have brought 

into perspective the social, economic and environmental impacts of a cultural crisis 

entrenched in global building culture. In hot-humid climates, the decreasing role played 

by local systems and materials in the production, maintenance and upgrading of the urban 

built environment has led to the widespread adoption of homogeneous technologies 

alongside a concurrent homogenization of architectural identity. As a result, the 

economic and environmental effects have produced higher costs of maintenance, higher 

energy loads and rising levels of human discomfort. Furthermore, the deterioration of 

social experience within ‗anesthetized‘ standard architectural forms, rooted within larger 

systems of material, technological, cultural and political control, has come to the 

forefront of this ecological crisis.  

In addressing these anesthetized conditions, building envelope systems designed 

in response to bioclimatic characteristics of place and multiple demands of urban 

programs can reduce increasing energy loads as well as offer new solutions to enhance 

human comfort and in existing urban settings. Lightweight coconut-husk based envelope 

systems are used to assist low-energy mechanical devices in achieving indoor human 

comfort. By integrating this previously ‗low-tech‘ material into the realm of high-

performing façade systems, the resultant façade is proposed as a thermal break and a 

desiccant system. 

Accra is chosen as a test bed site for economic, cultural and bioclimatic 

motivations. Climate analyses and psychrometric tools are used in conjunction with 

computation and visualization programs for identifying periods of load reduction. Site 

scale recommendations for preserving the airflow resource, enhancing cross ventilation 

and reducing solar gains are proposed. Strategies based on the thermodynamic properties 

of airflow are used to promote cross ventilation in zones where site-scale 

recommendations are limited. A material analysis of high density coconut boards is done 

to understand how the characteristics and processing of coconut husk material is linked to 

its function as a high-performance desiccant and structural material. Initial exercises 
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determining quantities of desiccant, modes of operation and building integration are 

investigated through a series of geometric exercises that consider desiccant cycle modes, 

user operability and surface area characteristics. 

This work offers a parametric framework for creating architectural value for 

agricultural by-products. Optimization of the resultant external skin system for 

bioclimatic, social and technical requirements is integrated into the design of the 

desiccant module. The effective thickening and aeration of the facade proposes a 

conceptual and physical shift from the two dimensional, materially inert and stationary 

surface to a responsive, dynamic boundary for inhabitation, storage and exchange. Near-

term future work will explore material testing of coconut board at conditions 

characteristic of the desiccant cycle and at the building boundary.  

 


